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A NOTE ABOUT 
THE LOCAL 
COMEPTITION:

This year, because of changes to the national 
competition, each VA facility is permitted to 
submit their top three entries in each category 
to the National Competition, allowing more 
Veterans the opportunity to compete on the 
National level.

Therefore, Finalists have been determined in 
each category, rather than First, Second, and 
Third place, as in the past.  All Finalists will be 
automatically submitted to the National 
Competition, results of which will be out in 
early January.



The shouting and bugles sounding like cheap tin toys came first—loud, seemingly uncoordinated, non-descript music in the accompanying roar—quickly

followed by mortar rounds thumping from their tubes and crashing into the compound. The jungle, sixty yards away, on the far side of the compound’s

clearing, stays motionless. Still, there are disturbing sounds of brush being trampled, tree limbs snapping, and the guarantee that those same dormant

leaves would soon be torn from their hosts as the enemy crashes through the benign green wall.

Then comes the alarm. “Incoming!” And with it scattered small arms fire from both sides. Rapid, repetitious automatic death, tearing into the

ground, protective sandbags, and frightened men. More mortar shell explosions rain on the three forward positions—one where Pvt. Owen Connor

burrows more deeply into the shielding dirt. Sergeants scream to get their men in order. Foxholes fill, and fire spews from all positions into the undefined

edges of the vibrating jungle.

Pvt. Connor is partially buried in his foxhole, ducking for cover from flying debris before the first visible signs of enemy troops. Men rush from

their bunkers to forward positions looking for cover while firing at the still unseen enemy. The shouts turn to screams as more of Connor’s comrades are

hit by shrapnel and miscellaneous shards of army green. Above the screams, automatic fire, and mortars, Connor can hear what sounds like a stadium

filled with fans screaming in unison for their team. The all-out attack by the NVR is on. The noise is getting closer, flowing from three sides. The rapid-

fire sounds carry the melody; the bugle bursts are a counterpoint mixed with the unrelenting thump of mortar shells leaving their launchers, adding base

to the deadly music.

Capt. Beaufort, tucked beneath a collection of sandbags in the command bunker, radios for assistance. “Concentrated attack on three sides.

Mortars and unknown numbers. Still unseen. Taking casualties. Forward perimeter threatened. Air support! Now!”

Beaufort gives coordinates, and about a minute later, the artillery shells are landing outside the camp’s perimeter. “Too long. Drop 100 yards.”

The shells rain closer, and with them comes the first visible enemy rush taking out the forward foxholes but blowing past Owen Connor’s. He can see the

enemy--uniformed NVR--and the first confused estimates of their strength.

The artillery shelling stops with the arrival of air support. South Vietnamese planes fly low, dropping bombs on the compound’s perimeter.

“Taking heavy casualties. Too many to count. Inside the eastern perimeter.” Beaufort continues transmitting.

When the mortar shells slow after the aerial counter-attack, the gunfire increases. Pvt. Connor remains hidden in his hole in a forward position.

The enemy that rushed past him is running past him again in the other direction. Connor is with some kid from Indiana who arrived that morning. In the

panic, Connor can’t think of his name. “New guy,” he calls him. “New guy pass the ammunition; new guy throw a couple of those grenades; new guy,

they’re coming in on your right.” Still, the South Vietnamese prop planes’ fifty-caliber shells strafe the area. Only a few bugles can be heard getting

fainter with each hour-long minute—the enemy retreats, ending the chanting charges. The thumping mortars are
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equally silent. Small arms fire continues but recedes in minutes to sporadic volleys as enemy soldiers pull back.

Pvt. Connor expends nearly all of his ammunition. New guy is dead, eyes open with extreme panic carved into his

mud-splattered face; his chest is covered with blood from the multiple rounds of on-rushing enemy fire.

This is it—the end. Connor is alone, isolated in his bunker after the first rush of the enemy and now surrounded by the

retreating survivors. He is about to be swallowed by the war he never intended to be a part of. The fire from the other side is

too severe for him to crawl away. Falling back is out of the question. Connor can see enemy faces. Some look as scared as he

feels. Some die in front of him, splattered by waves of blasted bomb residue--tree splinters and tree limbs.

The private sprays the terrain indiscriminately, shooting until nothing is left. He ducks down into the hole and pulls his

bayonet from its scabbard, fixing it to the end of his rifle. There is no way out. This will be a fight to the finish for him. He is

alone—dodging direct fire from all sides in the middle of hell with enemy swarming on three sides and friendly fire coming

from behind. Connor hears the screams of the enemy soldier as his face succeeds his head, body, and finally, his rifle

appearing above the fox hole’s rim. Another scream as the soldier quickly aims his rifle at Connor.

Thrusting his rifle forward, Connor’s bayonet pierces deeply into the attacking enemy’s upper thigh. In the excitement,

the attacking soldier fires two rounds. The first shot misses. The second hits, shattering Connor’s shin bone. The limp will

always be there, reminding him of the explosion that followed as the South Vietnamese planes dropped their bombs closer to

the U.S. position. A headless torso lands on Connor, covering his face and chest. He remembers nothing more.

Battle reports claim two battalions of North Vietnamese regulars crossed the DMZ launching several attacks on the U.S.-held

positions. The attacks on the other bases were equally vicious. More than one U.S. installation was utterly overrun. No

survivors.

There were hundreds of U.S. casualties, including nearly every man in Connor’s defensive group. The NVR were

driven back by heavy air support long enough for U.S. recovery troops to reenter the area. Connor was discovered, packed on

a gurney, and lifted to Saigon by Hewey. “We brought you in; we’ll bring you out,” the copter pilot that brought him in that

first day told him. In the coming weeks, the site was abandoned by one side only to be claimed by the other in a continuous

reciprocal exchange of lives.

ENDIT
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I do not share my story seeking sympathy, but rather to give comfort and hope to those that may travel the same path....

Lakewood Ranch, Florida

October, 2005

It was a rainy Saturday morning and my wife, Yardena, and I had just finished breakfast.  I needed to relieve myself and I was 

startled to see blood in my urine.  Holy Crap!, I announced, as I exited the bathroom.  My wife asked me what was wrong and I

replied that there was lots of blood in my urine.  I left a message for my VA doctor to schedule an appointment and several tests 

were soon performed.

After checking the lab samples, my doctor called to announce that I had the BIG C.  OMG!. as horrific images swirled  through my

mind.  Soon surgery was scheduled and my wife and I drove to the VA hospital in St. Petersburg for the 6 AM surgery.  After 

recovering from the surgery, Yardena  was allowed to drive me home with a catheter and a bag strapped to my leg.  Six months 

later I returned to the VA hospital for a check-up and more cancer tumors had attached to my bladder wall and the second of 12 

surgeries was scheduled.

In late November of 2011 I had lost 44 pounds, which was very concerning since I  was not obese and I was scheduled for another 

bladder peek-a-boo and they discovered more cancer tumors on my bladder wall and surgery number seven was on my calendar 

for March 1st at the VA hospital.  Later, during the surgery re-call I told the doctor about my unexpected weight loss of 44 pounds 

and his eyes got as big as saucers and I was scheduled for Ire a PET scan and shortly after the scan I received a notice instructing 

me to report to the Bay Pines hospital in the nuclear medicine section.

Yardena and I met with the oncologist on the assigned appointment day at the Bay Pines VA Medical Center and we sat down 

quietly in his office while he appeared to be studying my PET scan results on his computer.  After a short while he turned to face 

me and said that a massive stage four tumor had “jumped” from my bladder and attached itself to my lower stomach lymph nodes 

and because of its location surgery was not an option.   
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OMG!, as I assumed the worst, that my life was over.  Yardena looked at me with the saddest eyes and tears began to well up and 

roll down our cheeks.   How was I going to tell my family and friends.

The doctor suggested that he wanted to try some new chemotherapy treatments, along with targeted radiation.  He did not 

appear to be very hopeful at the time, but never the less it gave us a sliver of hope and a few days later I was scheduled for a

seven week regimen of chemo, to be followed afterwards with thirty five targeted radiation treatments.  Yardena and I left the VA 

hospital that day with heavy hearts.

Later that same day at home I fell to my knees and prayed to the Big Guy to find a cure for cancer and that evening I informed 

Yardena that if need be, I will walk through the fires of hell to beat this nasty disease and for the next few months I literally went 

through hell with the chemo and radiation treatments.   Some weeks my white blood count was too low and the chemo and 

radiation treatments that followed had to be rescheduled.  During the months of treatment it was difficult to maintain a positive 

attitude, fortunately I kept some of my sense of humor, but those were definitely trying times for both of us as I spent many of

those terrible days too weak to get out of bed.  Yardena continually nagged me about proper eating to keep up my strength. 

I was scheduled for another PET scan in early January,  2013 to see if we had made any progress from the several months of 

chemo and radiation treatments and shortly after the PET scan I was scheduled to see my oncologist for the results and with high

anxiety in our hearts, Yardena  and I traveled the forty nine miles from our home in Lakewood Ranch to the VA hospital in St.

Petersburg for the appointment. The doctor invited us into his office, neither smiling nor frowning and Yardena and I sat down 

with great anticipation as the doctor studied my PET scan results on his computer and it seemed as though he might never face us

with the results.  After what seemed like an eternity he turned towards me and said with a smile, "My friend, you are now cancer-

free.  It's 100% in remission".  "Praise be to God" I shouted and then in my excitement I jumped up and hugged the doctor and

then Yardena and I danced all the way out of his office and into the halls of the VA hospital,  as I sang a tune from Fiddler On The 

Roof,  "If I were a rich man, doobie, doobie doo".  Hell, I didn't care who saw me making a fool of myself.  After all, I had just 

beaten the dreaded disease of cancer and my wife and I ‘floated’ all the way home on a cloud.   I immediately ran up to my “man 

cave-office”, got on my knees and thanked the big Guy for giving me a second chance, a wonderful doctor, and a saintly wife, who

walked with me all those months through the fires of hell.  NEVER, NEVER GIVE UP.

PS As of August 2022  I have been cancer-free for six glorious years.

I sincerely hope and pray that my story of survival gives comfort and hope to others that may travel the same dreadful road.
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May 9, 1939
Braunschweig, Germany 

The goblet had belonged to her mother; part of a set of eight, each beautiful with intricate designs on the Venetian crystal. Ursula 
clutched it in both hands as she walked into the kitchen her fingers tenderly tracing the dimples and undulations of the glass as she 
thought of happier times.  Time when the goblet was full, and people had joy in their hearts.

She set the goblet on the kitchen counter and reached over for the pillow that she had previously brought from her bedroom on this 
day of preparation.  Ursula slowly pulled the Egyptian cotton pillowcase off.  
She laid it on the counter and placed the single, lovely goblet inside of the pillowcase.  She then knotted the top and placed the bundle in 
the center of her butcher block and reached for her rolling pin.  As tears streamed from her eyes, she smashed the rolling pin into the 
encased goblet again and again.

When she was satisfied, she reached for the brown butcher paper to hold the shattered contents. Ursula emptied the contents of the 
pillowcase onto the paper. She was pleased.  The glass had broken into a hundred pieces but among them twelve were perfect for her 
task.

From her sewing box she retrieved a pair of scissors, needle and thread.  The pillowcase had cuts and tears in it from the repeated 
blows.  Nevertheless, she cut a strip of cloth about an inch and a quarter wide and twenty inches long.  She sub-divided this strip into 15 
separate pieces. Each approximately one and one fourth inch squares.

Hundreds of times, in this kitchen on this same counter she had rolled dough and made strips for strudel, strips for pasta, strips for 
the pleasures of the palate.

The fifteen strips lay before her like ravioli waiting for the filling. The next topping was goose down pulled from the inside of the 
pillow. Ursula had planned this in her head for the past two weeks. In no time it would be finished, and no one would know, not even her 
husband.

Her fingers trembled as she lifted the selected shards of glass.  
She selected twelve, each about the size of the end of her little finger. Each of the glass nuggets was placed on top of the teaspoon size 
bed of goose down that lay on top the cloth strips.  With needle and thread, she closed the cloth into small packets. Twelve times she 
repeated the process.  The three remaining packets would carry the payload.  For the three other assemblages she pulled from her
pocket three diamonds.  Again, she placed them on top of the goose down, but there was another step.  She took a sugar spoon and
dipped into the slivers of broken glass and added this to the top of each These precious packets would become the backing, the 
anchor on the back side of a coat button.  Sewed neatly inside the seam hidden until needed, this treasure would give them a new start 
when they reached America, when they reached safety. 

Her husband, Jacob had already sold much of their worldly goods to book passage on the St. Louis.  She knew that leaving for 
America would change everything in their life. But all that they had known had already changed with the implementation of demeaning 
laws that stripped the Jews of their rights.  It
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was more than handwriting on the wall it was the blood in the streets. They were running for their lives and 
more than goblets would be sacrificed.

On May 13, 1939 the St. Louis sailed from Hamburg. It was a bitter-sweet journey as Jacob and Ursula 
Glickman watched the coastline of Europe fade away, they knew their old life was over and a new one begun.
Their plan was simple. They were headed for Havana, Cuba. It would take time to immigrate to the United 
States, this would be accomplished when 
the quota was in balance and they could get the right papers.   Jacob 
had purchased entry papers for Cuba the landing certificates were signed by the Director-General of Cuban 
Immigration.

The St. Louis sailed with 937 passengers, 936 of them Jewish.  All had the same hopes and dreams, and all 
had the same invalid documents.  
During the two-week voyage from Hamburg to Havana, the documents had been rescinded.  The Cuban 
government refused the passengers but was open to negotiation. The St. Louis set in port for two weeks while 
the Cuban government weighed the pros and cons of accepting the passengers.  
Finally, only 29 of the refugees were accepted.

The ship sailed on to America, the United States.  By this time the World press had picked up the story of the 
floating refugees.  As the ship moved from the Caribbean into the straits of Florida a coast guard ship 
intercepted it.  By orders of the President of The United States, 
Franklin D. Roosevelt the ship was to move out of American waters.   
Canada too refused asylum.
One of Roosevelt’s advisors observed, “Allowing that many Jews to land would open Pandora’s Box.  We would 
become the dumping place for Europe’s Jews.”

The St. Louis returned to Europe and the passengers were allocated by the four countries that agreed to 
accept them:  Great Britain, Belgium, France and the Netherlands.  Most of the Jews ended up in areas that 
were overrun by the Nazis when the war began four months later.

The Glickmans were captured and terminated in Auschwitz and the diamonds in their coats ended in a small 
cloth bag in a German depository.

The End
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I’ll never remember the first time I saw him and I can’t forget the last. There he stood, his dark

brown hair in shocks and his high cheek bones gleaming in the overhead sun. With a dark, tanned skin 

and solid, firm jaw he reminded me of an Indian, although he claimed to be not. Only an egret had as 

piercing an eye as he, and only an eagle‘s eye was as sharp. You couldn’t find a more determined man, it 

was etched on his brow like a roadmap. He took to boats like gulls to the morning breeze. He had 

saltwater in his veins and the sea was truly his life stream. I can’t remember a day I would see him 

loafing, it just wasn’t in his ways. Years of hard work had hardened his muscles. His forearms were like a 

stone crabs, his biceps developed harder than clam shells. A fisherman was he. If there were fish to be 

caught in the area, you could bet he was the one who would get them. He had to be part Indian. But 

how could he be, having such a full beard, though I never saw him wear one as such. A soft- spoken guy 

with a personality like gravity, he was quick to befriend the new comer. Many have been said to be 

strong as an ox, but he was strong as a dolphin. That’s right. Big, but gentle, free spirited as the 

unlimited ocean, and always with that ever- present smile. His presence came in like the tide and was 

just as visible. Not too often would you find him in church, but how many Indians ever did go? He 

honored God with his optimism, generosity, good looks and intriguing charm. Charm? Oh yes. Ask any of 

the gorgeous women who gazed hello to him. But to them also, he was master, never the slave.

A boat needs a piling to secure to, he was a piling to friends. His memory has stuck to me like a barnacle, 

it won’t come off easily. I remember.

MY FRIEND
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(… what do you call, Pandemic?)

Mike and Sandra Johnston were feeling great today.  Not only did they get the house they wanted, the interest rates 

they wanted, location, location was a plus, but it all happened during what I call “ Damndemic”.   For millions during one 

of the worst disasters in US history people lost everything, family, jobs, homes, careers and most valuable of all, hope.  

Mike and Sandra had endured their own share of misfortunes including losing their only child (Melissa) and Sandra’s 

mother to Damndemic.  

Mike was, by all accounts, a computer Nerd.  Mike worked for a local computer systems support firm and loved to 

dabble in programming and computer projects.  Mike created the database application his company uses for incident 

reporting and parts tracking.  Mike’s job does not pay him commensurate to his real worth but it’s above minimum wage 

and more than he would make if not for skills he learned in the Army and Watson Computer College.  Without Sandra’s 

job at the fashion boutique, the Johnston’s would barely break even.  

It was spring 2019 and Melissa had just completed finals, SAT’s and ordered her gown for Maeleon High School 

graduation.  Everyone was excited not just about the graduation but the family had decided to look for a home in the 

nearby suburbs, something not far from the city but more bang-for-the buck than their current home.  Sandra was recently 

promoted to store manager, Mike got a (small) raise and with the expectation that Melissa would soon be going to college 

meant expenses would go down, right?   Mike is now wearing a big smile, thinking, things couldn’t be better with the 

prospect of a new home and a bit more in the pocketbook.

Sandra had a few credit issues though, her credit report needed to be cleaned up before even thinking about applying 

for a home loan.  Credit repair took 6 months and by the end of November the Johnston’s got the green light to begin 

looking for a new home.  Because of Melissa’s grades, attendance and various organizational involvements, she received 

a full ride scholarship to the University of Illinois with classes beginning spring of 2020. 

Then the Damdemic hit, Sandra’s mother, who was in a nursing home, became ill and died within a week after 

contracting Coronavirus.  Melissa had visited her Grandmother several times before masking and distancing controls were 

put in place.  Melissa was very diligent with distancing and masking but still ended up contracting Coronavirus.  Melissa 

got real sick and stayed in ICU for 2 months before passing.  This devastated the Johnston’s, after the recent 

accomplishments and progress in their lives to have two tragedies back-to-back was debilitating.  Which way is up, 

thought Mike, can there be more?  Mike cried, he and Sandra consoled and counseled each other, finding ways to 

fellowship with others who had lost while trying to put these horrific events behind them.   Mike turned to his dabbling 

and personal projects, Sandra spent more time at Church helping to distribute food and clothing items to those going 

through the crisis.    
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Mike continued to work, and thank God there was a need for technology and nerds like him.   During this time 

companies, employees and students were trying to figure out how to stay productive in a counter-productive environment.  

Demand for services grew, there was overtime, weekends, meetings and very little sleep.  This is just what the doctor 

ordered, thought Sandra, Mike was so busy with the demand that he got lost in his work.  Sandra took a clue and began 

volunteering at the local hospital, helping where she could.  Sandra began baking and offering up her profound pound 

cakes to those in need.  The Church assisted Sandra with resources she needed so expenses would not fall on her.

One day, Mike saw a window of opportunity which would provide a technology solution to a Damdemic created 

problem.  Mike had been working on a shared remote access solution which would allow many people to join in and not 

only collaborate but have a visual to make the meeting or event more personal.  A program Mike had been dabbling with 

did just that, he called it VROOM!  Mike thought this name would inspire people to get their motor running and be 

productive in spite of the environment.  

Since this was Mike’s own program he was the sole owner.  Nowhere in the landscape did a similar solution exist.  

After discussing his idea with a client he felt sure he had a winner.   Humbly, Mike took his idea to the President of his 

company and explained that he had already patented the idea and since the company had been so good to him, that he 

would be willing to share with the company 50/50.  This was the best route to take as Mike realized he did not have the 

money or infrastructure to take his idea public.  The company President loved the idea and agreed to the partnership, so 

Mike began rolling out what would be the saving grace of the Damdemic that affected companies trying to stay 

productive, people needing to stay employed, businesses needing to stay competitive and people needing to stay in touch 

and see when they cannot touch.

All during this time the Johnston’s had forgotten about the house and their plans prior to the tragedies, the pain, and 

that which some must travel in a lifetime.  Pamela, the real-estate broker, called, she had found them the house of their 

dreams.  Mike and Sandra thought for a moment, and decided to go whole-hog.  Not just any house in the burbs but a 

HOUSE, after all the Johnston’s could now afford to be picky.  

The solution sought can be as simple as a handshake, a hug, a friendly nod, unselfish acts.  It can be whatever you 

need it to be whenever you need it to be and you will never walk alone.
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Ignoring pleas to “blow out your candles before going,” I left. Enjoy my party. Think of me when you spill ice cream on your 

dress. Pray for my Dad while you gorge yourself on my cake. Goodbye, goodbye.

I wanted to see Dad, but was dazed at this rush from joy to apprehension. Twenty minutes to the hospital.  We were silent, each 

making this passage in our own way. Her face evolved; shock, fear, anger, and finally, resolve. She had overcome misfortune before and 

survived. I was experiencing my first life changing event and learning “when you don’t know what to say, say nothing.”

We were there for an hour. Dad dangled in traction, not saying much. All I remember was “You’re the man of the house now.”

“You need anything?”

He shook his head, his face contorting in pain.

We were back in the car on the way home and I understood nothing. Reassured by the doctor, Mother was now in a mood to talk.

“He’s going to be okay; not crippled or anything.”

I thought she was talking to herself, but glancing her way, I could see she was anticipating a response.

“He looked…okay.”

“He told you about being the man of the house?”

I flushed, “Yes.”

What was I supposed to do, go home, mount the tractor and head for the field? The hired man, Mr. Wilkins, would do the heavy 

work. Did they think I could tell him what to do?

“What does it mean?”

She tried to answer.

“I don’t know for sure. Do your chores without being asked. Help Mr. Wilkins when he needs it. Help me with the girls and 

things around the house.”

“How long is he going to be in the hospital?”
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“We don’t know yet. Maybe several weeks but even when he gets home, he won’t be able to do much for a 

long time. I know we’re asking you to grow up fast, but sometimes life is like that.”

Life is like that. I heard those words a million times through the years. Her way of saying “what will be, will 

be.” I’d do what was asked.  There was no other choice. My sisters were four and one, too young to do much. There was 

no one else, so I would do it.

“I can hunt and fish.”

Mother smiled, “I don’t think things will get that bad, but if you have time, that would be good.”

We were silent again, each considering our new future. She thought of her dreams changing into something never 

imagined. I dreamed of running the farm.  Reporters would come from around the world to see the eight year old “man 

of the house.”  He’d saved the family and the farm.  Maybe someday he could save the world.
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DIVA

By Leroy Weston

0330 hrs. August 2022.

“DIVA One, DIVA 2. Over.” Major Blac Jackson, DIVA 2, aerial lead of the secretive organization DIVA (Divine

Intervention for Veteran Antagonists). “I got your Boy lit up on FLIR (Forward Looking Infrared Radar). You doing a PIT

(Personnel Incapacitated and Taken), or will you take him at the building?

“DIVA Two, DIVA One. Over.” Senior Master Sergeant Welcome, DIVA One, was scaling the back wall of VA

Headquarters in Tampa Fl. “I read you Two.” Senior speaks into his encoded microphone developed by DNR (Defined

National Reconnaissance). “I have to have that coded thumb drive.” That cold sweat has started its slow drip down his

spine. “Without it we won’t be able to assist those veterans in his district who are being denied benefits.”

0445 hrs. August 2022.

“Good morning sir.” The security guard is highly surprised to see the director this early. As the guard warily eyes the

credentials, she asks for his pass phrase. The guard unlocks the door, and the director quickly disappears.

The security guard pulls out her Dark Henry communicator and says “I am a veteran. Veterans are my life.” She takes

the communicator, pulls the rip cord, and tosses the entire thing in the trash. The communicator sizzles and emits that

burnt wire odor, two other communicators blink yellow three times.

“You get that DIVA One?” Jackson is amazed at his stealth aircraft. Through his Cranial Thought Video (CTV), his

thoughts are transcribed, coded, and sent through a digital world of satellites. “Roger that.” Senior responds into a

microscopic CTV embedded in his DNR inspired Dark Henry eyewear.

Senior uses his CTV and orders a bottle of Hardy L'Ete Lalique Cognac for the security guard.

0900 hrs. August 2022

“Rachell, get in here!”. The director has been gruff with everyone lately but today is a new level of urgency. He has

been frantically calling for the IT, CFO, and janitorial directors.

“Yes, Sir.” Nothing at Claflin University prepared Rachell for this.



The director cannot logon and has papers all over his floor. “Would you like a cup of coffee?” Rachell asks in her

Southern ladylike voice. “Hell no!” he bellows. “I need that idiot who’s in Nepal!” And “Where’s that janitor?”

“DIVA Two, I am going in!”

“Rachell, give us a minute.” She only addresses DIVA One, “Is there anything else I can do for you?.”

“Take these papers and files, put them in your trash hauling carts and burn them in the incinerator.” The director keeps

on. “Disintegrate the disks in the atom smasher.” “And”, the director continues, “Wipe all the surfaces with that

industrial cleaner stuff you people use.”

Though DIVA One wanted to smash this guy’s head into the atom smasher, he needed to get that thumb drive. Rachell

implanted a tracking device on the director’s computer, while he was in the Maldives.

DIVA Two sent an urgent message “One, the Nepal dude just landed!” It is getting really hot now. “Standing by.”

DIVA One responds, “Roger that Two.”

As is his customary way of handling people who have wronged Veterans, DIVA One gives the director a chance to atone.

“Turn over all of your data, you can take your chances with the Feds.”

The director took two steps to his left, DIVA One saw the director’s eyes dip ever so perceptively. “I have a great

responsibility and many people depend on me to ensure a fair distribution of wealth to keep our economy in balance.”

With bravado, the director tosses in, “Your idealist approach to every Veteran having the same opportunities to succeed

is high-minded and will not succeed in this country.”

“DIVA One, whatever you’re gonna do, you’d better do it now and get the hell out of there!” “Five Mike. Wheels on

ground and I have two Heinekens on ice!” announces DIVA Two.

DIVA One makes his play. “I want that thumb drive. Now!” Throughout the years, one thing has always held true for

DIVA One. When an animal is cornered, it will come out fighting ferociously. Not surprisingly, the director reaches

behind his back and pulls out a .38 snub nosed special, and in one motion aims and fires.
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1500 hrs. November 2022

As the sun descends towards the western horizon the two men and the four woman crew on the Hatteras 40
Double Cabin are enjoying a well-deserved day on the water. DIVA Two asks, “You good?.” DIVA One answers
thought provokingly. “Though the death of any individual is tragic, consider “The Trolley Problem” when things
get this messy.

He further muses, “The Trolley Problem is a philosophical dilemma used to provoke moralistic thinking.” “The
basis is that a trolley is barreling towards thousands of individuals in the direct impact zone of the trolley.” “I
can save those individuals by diverting the trolly towards one person on another track.” “Do I throw the switch
and save thousands of bad people or leave things as they are and save one bad person?” “One Helluva dilemma
huh?”

Epilogue:

1330 hrs. April 2023

Kingston, Jamaica, the sun is shining, and the weather is sweet at Cally’s Bar and Grille, Cally greets the two
men “Everything Irie Mon.” Cally has prepared a delicious plate of Ackee and Saltfish and as the two men are
finishing their meal, both of their DNR designed “Dark Henry” sunglasses start to buzz. DIVA Two says, “I’m
ready, when you’re ready!”

Disclaimer: This is a fictional account of something that may be real one day. But, if you look up the
organization “DIVA” on your electronic devices and backwards click on the URL address, you will receive an
exceptionally low but perceptible 36 second long continuous beep. This will be followed by your screen going
from that Graphic User Interface (GUI) black to that vivid Nacarat Red color. Three days later your phone will
ring. If you answer that call with the unknown area code you will receive a message that reads. “I am a veteran.
Veterans are my life!”
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And it was in that moment I could feel it...something sinister slithering and writhing throughout as if 

every cell in my body was being pulled apart and peeling me from inside out.

Sharp, guttural breaths fire out of my mouth repeatedly as if I might hyperventilate and collapse at 

any moment...

(HUH HUH HUH)

Breathing heavy...then heavier...gasping as the pressure mounts mercilessly, perched on my chest 

like a gargoyle on a tower staring me down and reflecting back deep within my own abyss...

(HUH HUH HUH)

Claustrophobia never had it so good...no coffin, no burial, just my mind's tomb confining me...

(HUH HUH HUH)

I need to calm myself and keep my wits if I hope to survive the night....

(HUH H... -------------------------------)

Silence.

Just like that, the storm clouds part, clarity shines and I find just enough strength to regain enough 

composure to allow my mind to pause and reassess everything that brought me to this moment.

A jambalaya of images swirling and twirling and brewing a tempest in my teapot so heavy I feel it’s 

weight crushing my shoulders... rattling and roaring with nary an outlet to expunge these thoughts 

that continue to grow and tighten and crowd what little space remains in my skull...each thought 

barreling faster than the other...ricocheting against bone and exploding synapses with nowhere to 

go…
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...the agony minus the ecstasy …

...the moment my life changes ...

…never to be the man I was…

Eternally locked in an invisible cage as passersby stop and stare and gawk at 

my torment…Hear ye, hear ye…come one and all to witness this hideous 

beast…no man, no sir…rather a withered raisin to man’s grape…see this 

disgrace who once was and will never be. 

Yet, I have no one else to blame ... the buck starts here...my own free 

will...choices made, bargains kept and fates decided…driven solely by lack of 

self-worth and limited motivation ...

Even the fool attempting to

skate uphill against the wind is trying...

Continued
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...I never tried...

...ever...

....other than trying myself

Shame will shroud me in a blanket of my own weaving smothering me daily and reminding 

me as every second slowly ticks and passes...a cloth that winds and entwines endlessly 

around every crack and orifice …tightening with every tiny breath, with every elephantine 

gasp, with every sullen sigh ...whether exposed in broad daylight or hidden beneath the 

dark... whether roasting in sunlight shining hotter than hades or bristling in winds blowing 

colder than the dampest dungeon of the Antarctic ...each thread in this blanket will needle 

my every pore....

My mind is electric fearing the torments that await...hellfire igniting that incessant un-scratch-

able itch ....oh Christ….make it stop….I want to scrape my skin off and ....

...SCREEEEEEAAAAAAM!!!

I hear the warped wood in the hallway behind the door bending and writhing …

(creeeeeeEEEEEEEAAAAK)

Continued
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....each piece of timber crying out with its own distinctive death rattle... each 
floor board played by a master conductor orchestrating the floor with wicked 
feet culminating in a wretched cacophony of harmonious rage over and over 
and over again with each step dragging to the next….

(creeeeeeEEEEEEEAAAAK)

I can't take it any longer... I want to light my hair on fire...climb every wall... jump 
off of every balcony ...tear it all down... scorch the earth...drain the 
swamp...bury the past and start all over...

…or vanish... flee...escape.

Searching...searching...searching ...

.. an exit…

...any exit...

...any dark retreat will do

Now I lay me down to sleep, I pray...

Continued
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(POUND POUND POUND)

What was that? Maybe if I stay silent, it will go away...

(POUND POUND POUND)

What the hell is that?

I stare down and manically grasp my chest
feeling chattering and shattering
and pitter pattering all throughout my vest...

Can it be my heart exploding never more,
Or, simply the wrap, wrap, wrapping on the door?

Or, both...in unison... like jazz...improvising in sync …
No need for practice, discussion or plan
Only harmony inherent
Between instrument and man

Instinctively pulsing in one cohesive feat
Jamming and jiving to the rhythm of the beat

(POUND POUND POUND)
Sweat trickling, now flowing
Now rushing and flushing
Erupting, disrupting,
Exploding from every pore

Continued
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Raining profusely

Showering the floor

Instincts ingrained

From DNA senses

Nothing to offer but

Meager defenses

Since ape discovered bone

And lizard scurried home

Fight or flight are the choices

Inspiring conflicted internal voices

Digging deeper and deeper

Inside my brain

I struggle and struggle

And struggle in vein

I panic , I pace, I scour my surroundings...

Frantically finding

Nowhere in sight

To launch, To lunge

I choose flight

(POUND POUND POUND)

Continued
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No strength
No plan
No anything of worth
Only terror replacing
Any joy, merriment or mirth

The banging, the clanging
The havoc resounding

I scream silent within...

PLEASE GOD!

STOP THAT POUNDING!

Nothing, Nothing
Nothing left to exalt
Goddamn them all
But this is my fault

(POUND POUND POUND)
Go away foul spirit
Leave me be
Let me wallow

This is...

My heartbreak

Continued
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My anguish
My own pill to swallow

With desperate despair
I sob to myself

Please, go away

I'll be good
I'll make nice
Ok, I'll obey

I grasp my head
Hands squeezing tight
Wild eyed and crazed I SHOUT...

"WHAT!?!
WHAT!?!

WHAT'S THIS ALL ABOUT?!?"

The rhyming ends

The rapture begins

Slowly the door opens with a whisper like air passing in the night when a faint 
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visage of face hidden from sight peaks from the shadows and peers through 

lifted fog...a quiet hush seeps gingerly between cracks until the sound of 

nothing engulfs it all ... the room lay silent barring only my muffled, weak breath 

and the echoes of human rain drops dripping off my face and splattering the 

floor….

A soft, almost soothing aria emerges from the mental mist plaguing my mind...a 

mind still adrift...the tune I hear humming creeps from the darkness and starts 

where I end ...behind the door.

A voice so familiar begins the beguine 

Deafening silence extinguished

with

one

single

line…

"Son, the bride is waiting."
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